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CHAH'KR I
INTBODUCa'IOH
I. Tim OGGASIOM FOB THE STUDY
In the fall or 19^2, while otudylng at Asbiary
Theological Seminary, the investigator becaziie acquainted vith
the inductive method of Bible study. She learned to appre
ciate and value the direct contact with the Scriptures a�
over against secondhand inforaatlon about thea. Sine� then,
as a missionary In Brazil,, it ha� been her privilege to teach
Bible using the inductive method for a period of three years #
The average student of Brazil never thinks for him
self. Memorization of %fcat the teacher gives hi� so as to
be able to quote it verbatim on exraination day is his real
goal in study. Practical application of what he has learned
is no concern of his after th� exa^iinatioh is over.
It was in such circumstance� as these that the
investigator began teaching Bible inductively to a g^roup of
students wiio were in tra.ining for C^iristian service. This
was no easy task at first, but by patient effort and
perseverance she saw minds that were once passive bee��@
alert and active. The 3ibl� became a new book to theia�a
book full of practical values and rich treasures to be
explored ,
2With these encouraging signs of Ita value on the
missicai field, the investigator while on furlough preceded
to take fui^ther study in English Bible using the inductive
method of approach. It was during those days she cam� across
the following words of J, M*, Price concerning Jesus ' teach
ing procedures s "His teaching was more inductive than
deductive.'*"^ This challenged her to sake a study of th�
"Master Teacher's" use of induct iv� method In His teaching
procedures so as to make raore effective us� of this sethod
in her own teaching practices,
II, THE PEOBLSM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this
study (1) to discover th� use Jesus �ade of inductive method
in Kis teaching exercises} (2) to analyse and present these
discoveries in such a way as to benefit Bible students and
teachers in their use of this method j and (^) to malm avail-�
able such findings as vjoiild serve as a basis I'br further
research in this field.
Importance of the study. It has been pointed out that
"every tlrae reform has taken hold of the educational process
�^J. lU Price, Jesus the Teacher (lashvilles The
Sunday School Board oTTH^ Southern Siaptlst Convention,
19i^), p. 68.
3it has pushed It toward the objeotiT� and Intensely hunian
ideals of Jesus. "'^ Thus Jesus' use of tndxictive method in
His teaching procedures is in line with the aost modern
thought in educations j&tg very little research has been done
In this field. Some scholarly x^orlra have been written in the
field of the general pedagogical principles of Jesus, but
practically nothing has been made available in concrete form
concerning Jesus' use of the purely inductive aethod.
Scope and liialtation of the study. This study was
confined to the Inductive teaching procedures of Jesus as. set-
forth in the English Bible* It was not ex3iauBtive of all the
Biblical references pertaining to Jesus* use of Inductive
method, but an attempt was laade to analyze and make available
the most important of these as illustrative of His vast use
of this method in His teaching activities.
Arrangement of the report of th� study. The second
chapter of this thesis report present� a general discussion
of Jesus' teaching methods and procedures. His use of
apperception; of suggestion including miracles, object
lessons, and figures of speechj His use of th� concrete,
occasion, questions, discourses; and Eis use of conversation
Praalc Viiebster Sralthj^ Je aus -^T �acher. (Sew York: S'Gurf;ls
and Walton Gospany, 1916), p.Ti^T"'
k
all show that H� used both the laduotlve and deductive
methods. In Chapter III the inductive method is defined,
discussed, and illustrated. Chapter IV is a survey of the
**acts of aod" in history showing that Sod has mad� Eimself
known by concrete acts. The heart of the thesis is Chapter ?
showing Jesus " use of inductive raethod 1*1116 teaching the
disciples, the imiltitudes , and His enemies. This chapter
concludes with a progressive revelation of the authority of
Jesus as found in the Gospel according to Mark. Chapter 71
is a discussion of the relevance of Jesus ' use of Inductive
method for today. The final chapter is a suaaraary of the
study.
A GENERAL DISCUSS lOI OF JESUS' TiMOHIMG
KSTHODS AM) PROOEDUlUiS
As a basis for th� pr�s�atation of Jes'us � us� of
Inductive method in His teaching procedures, an acquaintance
with His pedagogy in general would be appropriate and helpful.
First, it would show that He used both the inductive and
deductive methods; second, it would give a general picture of
the extent to which He used each of these procedures* Th�
foregoin^j, therefore, is the purpose of this chapter. The
following will be discussed? Jesus' lase of apperceptionj,
the laetfaod of suggestion. His me of the concrete, of the
occasion, of questions, of discoiarses, of conversation, and
of the Old Testament Scriptures*
I, J�SUS� tJSE OF AFPEHOSFTIOl
Apperception laay be defined m
that ;]^chical activity by \iifalch individual perception�,
ideas, or idea c<Mplexes are brought into relation to our
previous Intellectual and erootional life, assirailated
with it, and thus raised to greater clearness, activity,
and significance.!
Horn� defined it as ^'th� interpretation of th� new in teras
of the old."^
�^Karl Lange, Apprecefition (Boston: D. G. Heath and
Company, lB9k) � P� ^^X^
%I�rinan Har:c'<Sll' Home, Jesus, the Easter, Teacher (Hew
York? Association Press, 192d)"," p. iTTT
6Jesus made extensive use of apperception which is
essentially an inductive prooedufe. He used familiar things
to Interpret unfamiliar ones moving froin th� concrete to th�
abstract. The parables are Illustrative of this. He began
with people where they were and gradually led there into the
deeper truths.-^ The following serve as examples: (1) To
explain the mysterious workings of the Holy Spirit, He
ccanpared it to wind (John 3s8), To th� sign seekers. He
spoke of the "signs of the ttEies"^ {Matt^ l6sl-5)* He spoke
of Elmself as the "good shepherd,"' "the door," th� "way,"
"the vine," "the light of the world, *^ md "the bread of
life.'' He justified his disciples for the plucking of com
on the Sabbath by reBilndlng his critics of what David did
*rtien he was hungry (Mark 2:23-25 ). To the one who Informed
Hira that Ills mother and brethren were without. He spoke of
spiritual kinship (Mark 3531-35) A
These examples serve to Illustrate Jesus' use of
apperceptive principles. Mfmy more could be given.
II, Tim METHOD OF SUGOESTIOH
Tipsword defined suggestion as "the preewntation of an
^J. M. Price, Jesus , the Teacher ("Nashville: The
Sunday School Board of the Southern B-aptist Convention,
19l}-6), p. 68.
^liorno, o^, cit.j PP� lll-ll^*
idea by indirect means through th� association of ideas 'O^r-
th� action of one idea upon another,'*^ Jesus used this
Method consciously and unconsciously by word and by action,^
Jesus � use of this method may be Illustrated by His
miracles, symbols, and His figures of speech.
Miracles, f ipsword discussed very adequately th�
miracles as the Ksethod �f suggestion. He mentioned four
types J (1) Mature miracles, illustrated by the oalriing of
the storm (Mark 4:35��39)| (2) Miracles of physical healing,
illustrated by the healing of th� mm with palsy borne by
four (Mark 2:1*12) | (3)- Miracles of the healing of the ralnd
(Mark 9: 17-27) I and spiritual miracles, of the latter he
said:
Action in the spiritual reato ig the deeper truth,
^ilch his Piracies in lower realM were laemt to teach
by suggestion, the sieaaing of �hlch could b# fully
interpreted only by t3.me and experience . , � It was for
futtire generations to develop the fullei* significance
and Interpret the method of the spiritual change, Q
gyabols . According to Webster*� Dictionary a gysbol
is "a sign by wiriich one toows or infers a thing," Horn�
-'Harrison Meredith Tlpsword, ^^eaagpiTlcs of J.Qa^us^
(Boston: Richard G. Badger, 1916), pTTrf".
~
%bid., p. 130.
"^Ibld., p. 119-123.
^lbid�, p. 123�
8saidj "The syEnbol Is itself something concrete set apart as
a design or emblem to typify th� abstract,'*'^ The ordinance
of baptisia, the Lord's supper, the transf Iguration,, the
washing of the disciples feet, th� riding of an ass on Palm
Sunday, and little child in the aldst are illustrative
10
of Jesus* use of symbols.
Figures of speech, Mcording to Tipsword,, all
11
figiires of speech which Jesus used are suggestive teaching.
Horne listed, defined, and gave examples of eleven figures
of speech, naraely, simile, metaphor, synecdoche, metonymy,
personification, apostrophe, irony, allusion, allegory,
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parable, and hyperbole, Curtis discussed at length the
proverb and paradox which were not isentioned by fiorae,^-^
Farrar called attention to the parallelism giving the main
types, An attempt will be made her� to define and
Illustrate Jesus ' \ise of these various figures of speech as
%orne, o�, cit,, p, 126,
�^^Ibid,, pp. 126-129,
�^�"hpipsword, o�. cit,, p. 126,
�^%orne, 0�, cit . , pp. 83*86.
�^^illiain A. G-urtis , Jeaus Christ the ':"eacher ( London s
O.xford University Press, I9I1.3 ) PP W-'^B .
^^F, �. Farrar, The Life of Lives (Sew lorkt Gassell
and Company, LlMlted, , p. XX.^T*"
"
9follows :
1. Simil�, Tho slrail� campar�s one thing to another?
'^as the days of Noe were, so shall also the coming of the Son
of raan be" (Matt. 2l}.:3?)f "How oft would I have gathered thy
children ... as a hen gathereth her chickens. . ? i" (Matt.
23s 37) I "As lightening ... so shall also the coming of the
Son of laan be" (Matt. 2lj.:27).
2. Metaphor. A metaphor is a coiaparison not
expressly stated: "Te serpents, ye generation of vipers'*
(Matt. 23:33).
3. Ssmecdoche. In this figure of speech a part 1�
substituted for the whole or th� whole for the part: "I have
seat to eat that ye imow not of*' <l�te Iii32)�
Metonymy, In ffletonyny one word 1� used for
another that it suggests! **BehoM your house is left unto
you desolate" (Matt. 23 J38).
Personification, Personification attributes
personality to things: "I tell you that if these should
hold their peace, the stones would iisasiedlately �ry out"
(liuice 19Ji^.O).
6, Apostrophe, The absent is addressed as present:
"Moe unto thea, Chofa^ln I Woe unto the� Bethsalda" (Matt.
11:21) i
7, Irony. This figure adopts a mod� of speech, the
intended iiaplications of which, is th� opposite of the
10
literal sense of the words: "Full well ye reject th�
ccfiRmandment of God, that ye raay keep your o^m tradition"
(Mark 7:9).
8. Allusion. This is "an Indirect � reference":
"Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up"
(John 2:19).
9. Allegory. An allegory is an extended laetaphor or
similes "I am the good shepherd" (John 10:11)3 "I an the
vine" (John l$t$)t "I em the door" (John 10:9).
10. Parable, A parable is a story v/lth a hidden
moral or religious meaning: the parable of the pounds, the
good Samaritan, the mustard seed, Horn� fotmd sixty-one
parables, sixteen of which pertain to things, seven to
1^
plants, four to animals, and thirty^four to humans,
11, Hyperbole, This figure is "a picturesque
exaggeration": "First take the log out of your own �ye, and
then you will see clearly to taka out the speck that is in
your brother�s eye" (Luke 6:l}.l,, R, S, ?,),
12. Proverb�, Proverbs are "folk wisdoa": traditional,
"ye will surely say vtnto me this proverb, physician, heal thy
self: whatsoever w� have heard don� in Capernaum, do also
here in our coimtry" (Luke k.:23)$ origlnol, "For where your
treasure is, there vjill your heart be also" (Matt* 6j21),
'Horne, o.it.. , pp. 83-06 #
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13, Th� paradox. A paradox is an assertion s��alngly
contradictorJ to caramon sens� hut which raay yet be true in
facts s "If any man shall desire to be firsts the same shall
be last of all and servant of all'* (Mark 9:3$),
111-. Parallelisms, Parallelism is a po'Stic Torm
where rythm is achieved by a repetition of ideas. Tlier� are
three aain types: antithetic, %&ere the first and second
thoughts are in contrast: "For every one that exalteth him
self shall be abased; and he that hiisbleth himself shall be
exalted" (Luke IS:!!^.)! synthetic, %feere th� thought of the
first line is developed and enriched by the second lines
"He that reoeiveth you receive th Eie, and he that receiveth
me receiveth him that seat (Matt, 10?li.0)| and synonymous,
vher^ the first and second lines are identical: '^They that
are lifoole have no need of the physician, but they that are
sick? I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to
repentance" (Mark 2:17).
In addition to these figures of speech, Tipsword
observed His use of words which have both an emotional and
idea-eontent . "In my Father *s house are many iiansions"
(John ll|:2) is illustrative of this, Tiie words Father '_g,
house and mansions,, to the disciples, aroused emotion as
well as aw^gasted an idea.
"^Tlpsiferord.,, o�, cit., pp. 127*129 �
III. jssfs* Tjsg OF fHE Gomnam
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Thm concrete 1� that which appeals to the mmm.
3mm made large use of the concrete to explain the abstract.
One writer said, ''In every teaching situation He used sofae-
thing of the objective. ""^"^
Home in his study of Jesus' use of this method pre*
sented an illustrative list of the concrete used to teach
the abstract. Tipsword also aaply discussed Jesus'' use of
19the objective laethod. A sumary of their Kiore Import arit>
findings will her� be presented.
In teaching Jesus used things, aalaals^ plmts, htjman
beings, md cui^'rent events�-political* industrial, social,
and laoral,
1, Things, A penny is used to teach civic responsi
bility, wind to teach the Mysterious workings of the Spirit,
hairs of the head to teach God*g providence, grapes and firs
to illustrate frultfulness, and a cup of cold water to teach
service.
2. Animals. Solves in sheep's clothing'* �,as used
to lll%istrate false prophets, birds to teach trust, two
'Frank Webster Smith, Jesue,�Teaoher (low Yorks
Sturgis and Walton 0ca?ipany^ ISX^J'T^I?
^%Iome, o�, cit , , p, 123 #
�^'^^;-lpsword, o�, cit^, pp, 79-81,
X3
sparrows to show God's cart, foxes to teach "homelessness",
and serpents to teach wisdom,
3. Plants, Lilies were used to teach trust, harvest
fields a vision of need, and th� vine and branches to teach
union with Christ,
Ij.. Human beings , A poor widow was used to teaeh
true givln^^, and a little child to teach huiBillty*
5. Current event�. His use of social eustcra Is well
illustrated in the parable of th� ambitious guest* Here the
custcsa of seating invited guests according to their social
status was used to teaeh the principles of hw^ilitj (Lulsse
114.17*11), The eust<m of Inviting friends, relatives, and
rich neighbors. He used to impress upon his listener� the
importance of unselfish kindness {Luke ll|.sl2'-ll|.} , In the
parable of the marriage feast He used the custoaa of the
reqtiirement of a certain wedding dress becoming to the
occasion to make clear the need for spiritual fitness to
enter the kingdoaa (Matt. 22jll*li4.)*
His employment of industrial activities to teach
truths of the Klngdcm may be illustrated by the parables of
the hid treasure (Matt. 13sM|.) pearl of great price
(Matt. 13tk$�h^).
In addition to the foregoing it may be said that every
rriiracle performed by Hiia, �very parable told, and �very event
of liis life was concrete.
Ik
Such serves to lllustrat� th� scope of Jestua'* us� of
the concrete rather than abstractions iiifelch Is teaching by
induction.
Jesus presented His discourses on raountalns (Matt.
5*7), in synagogues (Luke 4* 1^-30), on Mt. Olivet (Mark 13),
in the open country (Luke 6s1-5), in the temple (John 7tlk^3Q),
and wherever the occasion arose.
His discourses are of different lengths, fh� four
teenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth chapters of
John's Gospel, spoken in the paasover chamber, record the
longest. The senaon on the mount is next longest (Matt.
5-7). The third longest is the seraon on the last jud^ent
(Matt. 2i|.-25). Many occupy only a chapter, such as His
Olivet discourse (Mark 13 )| and some less than a chapter, as
the discourse in the synagogue at HaEareth (Luke [{.i 18-27)
and on the second ceding (Luke 17s 22*37 )� Still others
appear as excerpts from longer ones (Matt, I6s5~12| Luke
20
17:l-li; Matt, 21:2,22? John 21: 15-23). Horn� made an
excellent list of the many and varied themes used in them,*^
I�, HIS DISC0UB3ES
15
Iii coneluslon It laay b� said that His dlsooursos ar�
Interesting, profound, authoritative, practical, serloua,
convincing, itioral, spiritual, full of variety, literary,
trans fonning, uplifting and searching. As a rule they
are representative of Mis use of deductive method,
V. H13 IJSS OP QUBSl'IOIS
Home fowid isore than one hundred questions asked by
Jesus ta the Gospels. "^^ There are many types, ifeong thes
are questions of wonder {Matt* 15j16)* of emphasis (Mark
3: 17-19 ), of exclamation (Matt. 23s33)> questions for infor
mation (Mark 6s38)# questions to eoF^fort (John IIjI^O), to
invite introspection (Mark 10s 18), to confound His enemies
(Mark 11:30), to call forth expression of desire (Mark 10i3b)
to heighten effect of comparison (Matt, lltl6), to stir
hearts (John 21:l5)f and to adorn the parables (Luke ll55'"*6).
Home characterized them as being "orijiinal, practical, per
sonal, r^ietorical, stimulating, definite, searching, adapted
to the individual, silencing, clear and brief.
^^^^ These
questioM a� their characteristics reveal were laor� inductive
^%bid., p. 72.
^^Ibid,* p* l4.5�
^^cEoy, c it . , p, 128,
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than deduct iv� in nature.
?1. HIS USS OP C0WSR3./ITI0I
S&m of the moat outstanding exaraples of Jesus'' use of
conversation are His interviews ulth NicodeEius (John 3 j 1*21),
with the woaan of Sanaria (John l|.s6-26), Mlth the rich young
riiler (Mark 10:17-22), and with Simon, the itiarisee (Luke
7s36�l4.7). Of the charaoteristios of thtoe conversations
McKoy was right in sayings
These reported conversations of Jesus reveal a deep
seriousness, a sympathetic understanding, an underlying
purpose, an awakening of interest � a holding of attention,
a personal application, an understanding of the hvmmi
heart, a dignity of d�me�ior, a readiness of Mttj, ability
to pass naturally from on� therae to aiiother, and always
a complete mastery of the sltuatlon.2t�
In His conversations He used both th� Inductive md
deductive methods. A study of His intercourse id.th Simon
the Pharisee illustrates the former showing that He Rioved
from facts to general principles � His interview with
Hieodemis represents th� latter where H� moves frosi a
general principle to facts.
Jesus * use of occasion laeasures up to th� standards
of laodem educational requlremnts of satisfying f�lt needs.
�11. HIS USE OP 0GCA3I0I
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of solvln/? problems, and of afitilgnlt!!!! tmlm in ifhl<^. pupils
ar� interested. Hlehardaon ri;:;h.tlj '�aid, '*He mm alert to
t&km into ��count th� possibilities varioiM life slttia*
tlons or aoclal situation* encountered in the dfty**bf->day
experiences of hlo dtsclpl^� . �'^"^
A few �3E�iapl�8 of Kis u�� of ocowjlon follows He used
the accusation of th� ffearis��� conmmln^, tli# Sabbath to-
teaeh that H� was Lord of the Sabbath (Mark 2i�3-28)| th�
turning away of the rich young ruler m an opporteinlty to
VBjm the disciples agaliist the dangers of riches (Mai�k 10^
22-27) I Peter �s obBmrvmrn that the fig tree had withered to
t�s�h a lesson on fal.th (H�r^ lli21-26)| the sooing of the
fainting imltitudes as sheep %jitbout a shdpli#3*d .as the
opportune time to speak of a upiritrnX harvest and the need
for labourere (Matt, 9s35�3S)| 'Peter 'a quest1� "How oft
sh&ll wy brother sin- ugmtrnt and 1 forgive hiw?** for a
lesson In the law of forisivsiw^s (Matt. I8s21*3_5)^ and ths
occasloji of the Murmuring of the Pharisees b^cmiae of Hi�
eating with piiblicans mad iflmers for the telling of three
parables: The lost &mmj, 1ob% ooini iind last' son (toto-
l5sX-32),
Apart �rmi tim above illustration�, llovm listed
^'lo-na^ S� lUchard�on, Or^ Glirigt of th� Glass %ora
(slew York 8 Macmlllan Caapany, WMT'i FT ^3*.'"*
' ""''^
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about fourteen more, " Together they sePTO to show how
Jeau� made profitable use of every occasion a� It aroa� to
teach BCMQ spiritual truth either ,by word or d��d.
VIII. HIS USE OF TES OLD TESTi^lENT SCRIPTUHES
A discussion of Jeeu^ � teaching �ethode would be
incoasplete without something on His use of th� Old Testament
Scriptures.
According to Luke's Goapelj? in the beg^inning of His
ministry^ He read a fffinlllap Old Testsaent Scripture to
announce HIb mission (Luk� i|.5l8*>21)e
In the wilderness temptation he met each step of th�
tempter with a quotation from the Scriptures (Luk� l\-ik,^ 10,
12).
One of His isost frequent xm.m of th� Old Testament
was t^ith his enemies* Chapter twelve of the Sospel of Mark
(verses 11, 12, 26, 29, 30, 51, 36) ^ere on four different
occasions H� used Scriptures in dealing with the� amply
illustrates this.
He also used thera to reveal the deeper iKoaalng of the
Law of Moees (Matt, 5? 27*28^ k3'h$; 31"i|^)*^^'
These ar� only a few of the uses Jeaui mad� of the
^%iorne^ 02� .oit,, 108<�
19
Old Testament Scriptures.
IX. SITMARY
An effort was made in this chapter to give a brief
survey of Jesus* teaching methods and procedureis* He made
use of the apperceptive principles of the method of suggestion
%diich includes His miracles, about forty in nwaber. Hie
numerous figures of speech, and His symbolic teachings! and
His \ise of the concrete to teach the abstract* lis dls*
courses, questions, conversations, and use of Old Teatament
Scriptures display masterly skill, and His use of occasion
measures up to laodern educational requirements �
The foregoing findings reveal that He used both th�
inductive and deductive methods of approach. As a general
rule Kis use of the principle of apperception, of suggestion,
of the concrete, and of questions are illuatrative of the
inductive, and His discourses and use of th� Old Testoi-nent
Scriptures of the deductive. His conversation� are lllus-'
trative of both induction and deduction depending upon the
occasion.
CHAPl'SR III
THB INDUCTIVE mTHOD
Before presenting the main part of the thesis a dis
cussion of the inductive method would be in order. Therefore,
the inductive method will here be defined and then contrasted
with the deductive method. There will be a brief res^jjine of
its history and developement, of the proper sequence in
inductive study or research, and an example of the method
will be given.
I, DKFIMITiOl
The word inductive comes from a Latin word meaning
"to lead in." It is a reasoning process often spoken of as
the "scientific method** which moves slowly and continually
from a part to the wi:iole, from th� senses and particulars to
c^eneral principles. It begins with the concrete and moves
to the abstract. Its primary concern is accuracy^ therefore
it is careful not to state principles until all evidence
possible is gathered in.
"'"-leorge Allen Turner, Portals to Bible Books (Wllmore,
Kentuckyj Asbury Bemlmiry Press, l^^TT, p. 3?' "aii3~"Sir
Francis Bacon, Mvancerent of Learning.! Hovm^i OrEanuEs Few
Atlantis (Vol. X/Dl of the .frea't liooks of the .western WorTa
Series, ed, Williara Benton. ^TK vols ."j ChicQ.:.,;o5 Gncyclopaedia
'BritaHnlca, Inc., 19^2 ), p. 103.
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II, IIliUGTIOM Am.) DBDIJOTIOI COilTRASYED
Induction is exactly the opposite of deduction.
1. In induction particular Instances arc first
observed and then Inferences drawn. In dediictlon inferences
are drawn then observations ar� made to see "whether they ar�
true. Therefore "in induction, first observe, then concludej
2
in deduction, first conclude, then observe�"
2. Principles are fovulated by induction and
explained by deduction. Thus '"induction defines | deduction
illustrates.-^
3. Induction moves from a part to the whole of a
class, system or group; deduction fro� th� vi?iola of a class,
system or group to a part. "Induction is fro� the individual
to the generali deduction frm the general to the individual."
Induction produces those who listen to the
Scriptures; deduction those %feo dictate to the Scriptures.^
5. Snowledge Is advanced by inductions in deduction
tierman Barrel Home, The Psycholor.lcal Pr iriolpl|g
Education (lew Yorki The tfacBiillancompany, T9W)1 pVifo*
^Ibid.
^Ibid,
^Eobert A. Traina, Methodical Bible Study (New York:
CJanis and Harris, 19^2), pTTi
it remains static revolving "forever in a circle,"^
6. Deduction starts with the general principles
provided by Induction. Thus ''induction is the beginnlnf- of
th� process of Imowledge which deduction concludes .""^
7. The laental process is a unity in i�liich new
principles are being learned and at the same tlsie old
principles are being applied* "Induction is th� Influence
of the new on the oldj deduction is th� influence of the old
on the new,"^
�3, In induction the aquisitive power� of th� mind
are utilized} in deduction the reproductive powers.
"Induction leads the pupil to infora hiraself } deduction
informs hiii."^
9. The race has learned by induction and usually
1 0
taught its children by deduction.
10. Induction encourages Mental independence, a
teinperai-aent which is characteristic of scientists? deduction
encourages a sense of authority characteristic of conserv-
6
Bacon, o�. cit,� � P� 109 �
7'Home, o�. cit., y. l8o�
6
Ibid.
9
Ibid., p. 182.
�^^Ibid., p. 182.
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11
ative rellf.ioua institutions*
11. Induction is objcotlv� and impartial in its
judgeacients 5 deduction is subjective and partial.
Induction and deduction should always be yoked
together. Sbei^ardt expressed this sentiment when he wrote:
Blessed is th� man who takes seriously th� corapli-
mental relations of the two. We raust walk with laden
feet as did Francis Bacon, but we must also mount up
with winf^s as did Plato�13
III, HISTOrtY OF THE IIDUCTIVE METHOD
Juic ient antec.edents . Socrates, Aristotle, Jesus,' and
Francis Bacon may be considered ancient antecedents of the
inductive method.
1, Socrates (l|.70*399 B. C. ) � Socrates was the
founder of the ^Socratlc Method" or quest Ion and answer
method. " He taught his pupils to be accurate in thought and
definition, to be resourceful and independent. This
developed their potential to the maxlmim*'^^
2. Aristotle {3814.-322 B. G.)* Aristotle is con
sidered the "father of lop;lc." He was a genius In collecting
11
Ibid.
12
Traina, loo . cit.
�^-^Charles Richard e-Jberhardt, The Bible^ in th� Mahinr;
of Ministers (New York 1 Association ^^'ress, l'9l4^), p. 132.
*^^%urner, oj.^ cit . � p. 6.
and analyzing data* Ho considered the use of th� senses to
be very important to the process of l0arnlnK-**."lmowledge
through sensation*" Modern scientific Method owes its
foundation to him."^^
3. Jesus (6 B, C,-27 A* D.). As a full dlsciisslon
of Jesus � use of inductive method in His teaching procedures
will b� given In Chapter V it will not be necessary to
present it here*
k., Francis Bacon {1561-^1626). Bacon is called the
?^father of the inductive method*^ He rose against th�
authoritarianism of the Middle Ages and undertook: to
rearrange the syste� of acquiring knowledge � fhe hiJEan mind
in his opinion was beset with four idols or false notions
that had become so deeply rooted In it as to maJm It
difficult of access. These idols he classified ass first,
idols of the tribe"--errors coason to the human race, false
notions inherent in human natxire which iinpart their own
properties to different objects | second, '^idols of th� den**�
idols of the Individual which have come about by his own
peculiar disposition, his education, or his Intercour'se with
others I third, "idols of the market "--idols formed by the
association of men with each other in the sociological
sense I fourth, "idols of the theatre'^� idols acquired from
^^Ibid., p. 7
philosophies and "perverted rules of demonstration
Bacon advocated that the only way those idols could
be warded off and expelled was by the formation of principles
md conclusions on the foundation of true induotione He
said:
We have but one simple method of delivering our
sentiments, namely, we must bring m&n to particulars
and their regular service and order that they umst for
awhile renounce their notions and begin to for� an
acquaintance with things. 17
Modern applications . Ejcperteents of such men and
institutions as �. R, H^arper, �. VI. White, Asbury Theological
Seminary, and Bible seminaries of the Inter-.teserlcan Missionary
Society will be mentioned and briefly discussed.
1, W. R. Harper (1856-1906), Harper was founder of
Cfhicago University. His background was Scotch-Irish Presby
terian. He finished his A. B. degree at li|. years of age and
gave th� salutatory address in Hebrew. He taught Hebrew in
MusldnpuK College from l872�73� He secured his Ph. D� at
Yale when only 18 rears of age and wrote his thesis on the
subject: '*A Comparative Study of the Prepositions in Latin,
Qreek, Sanskrit, Gothic," ^ich challenp;ed men across the
nation to study Hebrew by the Inductive method . While pro
fessor of Smetics at Tale he applied the inductive method
Bacon, o�, cit. , pp. 109-110.
17^^ .
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to th� sttidy of th� Blhle in the vernacular �"*"
2. W, W. White. White was the founder of Biblical
Seroinary in Hew York, For four years he was an assistant to
Harper while at Yalej thus he laid the fO'Undation for his
future career.
Direct contact with the Bible, in th� Mother tongue
and with the originals thereafter, creative scholarship,
the laborious acquisition of knowledge and a method of
acquiring it, a scientific conscience and an elevation
of Blind�on these Harper insisted. 19
At first Dr. Harper's teachings disturbed Dr# White,
but in the midst of these disturbing conditions he began the
study of th� English Bible by boote mder the direction of
Harper, The following ar� his words concerning this study?
This I pursued with an avidity and began, to get my
bearings in a new way. Things %mr� seen in the perspec
tive, even the perspective of th� Scriptures themselves
and not as readjusted by modern scholarship � FPmi that
time I began increasingly to realii^e that direct contact
with the Scriptures is" th� method by which students
everyiAiere will beccMe assured of the eupernaturml
character and consequent reliability of th� Bible .20
In I8B9 he began teaching at Xenia Seminary where he
spent four years. ivTille there, in 1893 # be was asked to
conduct a series of studies on prayer for the Y. M, G� A,
Turner, loc,� cit �
^%b@rhardt, o�. eH,** PP* ^3^^>k�
20
M, W, Iftiite, The Papers, Articles and Menorabilla
of Wilbert W. White, Vol, �, Part 2, Sec. 1 {Unpublished
voluiaes, collected and edited by Charles H, Eberhardt, In the
Archives of Biblical Seainary In N, Y.), pt 8. Quoted by
�/�j/erhardt * od. cit.s P. ^6,
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*?h� book chosen for study was Andrew Murray's VJlth Christ in
the School of Prayer . I'he first twenty minutes wag devoted
to the Scripture passage suggested by Murray, the author.
They continued for five consecutive weeks. The result was a
revival in the cojnmimity and liltlte's own personal pentecost.
Later he conducted a series of Sunday afternoon evangelistic
services in Xenia Opera House, and following this, in collab
oration with a college classmate, he conducted a series of
meetings for college students � It was after these experi
ences that "he conceived the idea of the establishment of a
school where this full-orbed teaching could be practiced.
i\fter the foregoing events he was invited to Koody
Bible Institute as a regular lecturer. This proved to be
very profitable, Another experience ^&,lch greatly influenced
him was that which came to him during his stay of eighteen
months in India 1896-1(j9'^5 , ITiere he saw th� need for direct
contact v/ith the Scriptures and a need for sersinarlss that
provide such a method of study. "The Biblical Seminsiry . . .
owes its existence directly to th� experiences of Dr. Wilbert
22
�� Wilt� on the mission field
He later gave a series of Bible lectures in England,
'^berhardt, o�� cit . a p* 5?6.
""White, o�. elbo. Sec. 7* P� 1� Quoted by Biberhardt,
op. cit,,, p. �>9.
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Worth Ireland, and Scotland.^^
Eberhardt wrote:
Harper had emancipated hlai from a shabby superficial*'
isn, and ffurray had rescued hiui from a mere sterile
intellectualism� Moody would release, hi� from sectarian-
ism, and India and England from provincialism and
sectionallsiru24
New York Biblical Seminary opened Jaru 8� 1901. This
seminary, according to Professor Stout, has
two essential and compleiaentar:/ characteristics: First,
its unique emphasis on the study of the English Bible i
and second. Its creation of ^a theologically adequate
Bible-centered curriculum. 25
Its curriculias has received the most authoritative recogni
tion possible in the state of New York.
3, Asbury Theological Seminary. Inductive Bible
study is included in the curricula� of Asbury Theological
Seminary, It was Introduced by Professor Kenneth ��sehe
after he had received training at llew York Biblical and had
served as dean of Tiensln Bible Seminary in China � The
method is designed to give the student th� opportunity of
'^direct, first�*hand approach" to the Scriptures. It does not
supplant but supplements the critical and graimnatical
-^-roerhardt , 0�. cit . , p. 62.
21.1
�^Ibid., p. ^6.
2^ �
Jmmn Coffin Stout, "On� of the Probleras of a
x^ioneering Institution, Biblical Review^ X?I (April, 1931)?
232-233.
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studios �'^^
Ij., Bible Seminaries of th� Inter-iiirierioan Missionary
Society, These seminaries have effectively taught Bible
inductively, especially in the coimtries of Oolorabla and
Brassil.
S-LHtanary . The inductive method may be said to reach
as far back into history as Socrates U:|.?0-399 B, Q,)� Others
who made their contributions are Aristotle, Jesus, and
Francis Bacon. The latter iB considered th� "father of
inductive method." This isiethod has been successfully applied
by �, R. Harper at Yale, by �. W, 'ifclte at Biblical Seiainary
in New York, by Asbury Theological Seminary, and by seminaries
of the Inter-American Missionary Society, especially in
ColoEibia and Brazil,
IV. PROF�K SEQUEIIGE IH I1DUCTI?E BIBLE
STUDY OR RSSEAHOH
For satisfactory results in inductive study or
research there Krust be proper sequence in procedui^e,
Turoer^s Portals to Bible Books contains seven
appropriate steps in inductive Bible study, ^''^ and Traina 's
Methodical Bible Study contains an excellent discussion of
Tui^er, loc . cjt .
Ibid,, p. 5*
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tlv� stops. Prom th�s� lists seven important steps have
been chosen and will be discussed here:
1, Aspiration. There must be a strong desire for
Illumination.
2. Observation, This involves awareness and thoroui;;h-
ness. Carefxil attention is given ^o each term. Relations
and interrelations between tenns are noted. Also the litararj
toim and ataaosphere of a general passage is observed.
3. Cojopilation. There must be a collection of data
gathered from observation.
I4.. Interpretation. This involves the understanding
and explanation of the meaning of a particular passage.
Three dangers should be avoided in interpreting a passages
"Misinterpretation"*-ascribinr; the wrong raeaning to a pas*
sage; "subinterpretation"--'fall-!ar� to coraprehend the full
Meaning} and "superinterpretation"�giving laore significance
to a passage than is implicit in it. The basic approach
should be the "graMnatico-hlstorical. "-^^
5. Evaluation. The worth, relevance, and usefulness
of the passage should be appraised. There mst be a general
evaluation of its validity as a whole as well as specific
28�Traina, og. cit., pp. ,31-227 �
Ibid., pp. 31-'^0.
'ibid., pp. 93-189,
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evaluation.^-^
6. Application. This includes an analysis of th�
contemporary situation in view of the passage and an appli
cation of the truth of the passage to It. There are two
kinds of application: theoretical and practical, and two
areas: personal and to others."^
7. Correlation, The concluding step is correlation
vrtiich represents the generalizations about the Bible as a
whole formed as the outgrowth of examination of particular
passages of Scripture, and also of data found outside the
Scriptures. There are two basic means of correlation or
synthesizing: formal association�correlation In terms of
topics such as theology, anthropology, Christology and the
likei and infomal association�-m association of passages
and facts whenever there Is a relation between thcEi, An
example of the latter may be found in Mark 8:3^1- and Romans
6:1-111. In the first an e:ghortatlon is given and in the
second the Eieans by which the exhortation raay be realized. -^-^
Thus aspiration, observation, compilation, interpre-*
tation, evaluation, application, and correlation are seven
necessary steps for proper sequence in inductive approach.
^^IMd., pp* 203*218.
^^Ibld.
-^^Ibid., pp, 223-226,
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V, A PARABOLIC EXAMPLE OP IMUUOTIViil MIjITHOD
Th� following �xampl� of Inductiv� method raay be eon*
sidered a modern parable.
A certain man was passing through a, rpiritual crisis #
He had been falsely persuaded to believe that Jesus was not
interested in him. Fortunately, h� met with a missionary
who esdiorted him to read the aospel of Mark through several
times and write dowi what h� saw concerning Jesus' interest
in men. This he proceded to do. He observed that Jesus was
interested in fishermen {Mark lsl6*'20), in th� sick
(1:29-31) , in the demon-�possessed (It 26), in the hmgry
(6:32-1414.) , in stranger� (?s2i|.^30), in the deaf and dtwb
(7:31-37), in the blind (8!22*'26), In children (10:13*16),
in the rich (10:17-22), in the poor (12:l4l-l|i|.) , and on and
on he moved throiigh th� Soapel. Ifcen he had finished with
the Qospel of Mark, he was told to read the other Gospels
and coispare ^at he found* Then he was told to ask a atmber
of people about Jesus � interest in them. As a result he
came to the conclusion that Jesus Is interested in all men
whatever their age or walk of life. Bwed upon this prin
ciple, he then used deductive reasoning and finally concluded
that: "if Jesus is interested in all men then X ma one of
the all and He Is, therefore, interested in rae."
Th� genaral principle was i*�ach@d by tha wmthod of
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induct ion--froin the specific to the general. The final
conclusion was the result of deductive reasoning�-from the
general to the specific.
The purpose of this chapter X'las to acquaint the reader
with the inductive method. An attempt was made to define it.
It was compared v/ith the deductive method which revealed
that the two methods of reasoning are In direct contrast one
to the other, but both methods are essential because of the
cc^plementary relations of the two. The history of the
inductive method may be traced as far back as the tljse of
Socrates (i|.70-399 B. C.)* Aristotle, Jesus, and Francis
Bacon, "father of inductive method," have all made thela?
contributions to this method* Some laodern applications of
the method have been in the field of Bible study. Various
schools include English Bible, which Is taught inductively,
in their curriculum and have found it both challenging and
an excellent supplement to the exegetlcal studies. Mew York
Biblical, Asbury Theological Seminary, and seminaries of the
Inter-Aiserican Missionary Society are representative of
these. It was shown that proper procedure in induct 3.ve study
or research is important. Aspiration, observation, compila
tion, interpretation, evaluation, application, an.d correlation
were discussed. Finally an example of th� inductive method
was given which Is illustrative of its api>lication to llfe*s
problems ,
CHikPTEfi I?
THE "ACTS OF GOD" IN HISTORY
In th� foregoing chapter th� inductive laethod was
defined, disctissed and illustrated. It was observed that
this method deals with the concrete and individual and moves
to the abstract and general. An effort will her� b� made to
show that one of Qod's methods of revealing Himself, both in
the Old and Wew Testanients, has been hj His redemptive acts
in history. This is in effect teaching by induct ion*�-*from
facts to general principles,
A knowledge of God has been gained through several
basic means such as through nature (Psalia 19sl)* through His
Word to Moses, the prophets and the wise iaen| through drearis
and visions J throu{;h the human conscience (Bora, 2j1^); and
through His acts in history.
One of the things that distinguished the Old Testament
religion from the surrounding pagan mythological religions
was that the Hebrew God was active in history, as Scott
expressed when he saidj
The Old Testament is characterized by the historical
quality of its thought, as distinguished from a raytho�
logical, metaphysical or mystical approach to reality*
It is built round a history, and an interpretation of
that history which becorstes an interpretation of all
history. Its c,od is Icnovm by his acts, �toioh are events
of history and not interventions from another realm of
reality, Man's temporal escperience is not illusion, for
In it he taeets the final reality of God the rlfhteouB,
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the merciful and the true."*-
The life, death, and resurrection of Josus recorded In
the Hew Testament are continuations of God's activity begun
in the Old Testament. Paul�s message to the Jews at /mtloch
in Plsidia well illustrates this. He began with God�s call
of the fathers and moved on through the major historical
events to Jesus, the Saviour, whom God raised up of the seed
of David, He then related Jesus* death and afterwards
pointed out that God raised Hlrn frora the dead (Acts 13Jl6*ij.l),
Wright and Fuller listed, as basic to faith, five
historical events from the Old festaraent, nmely, the call of
the patriarchs, the exodus from Egypt, the Sinai covenant,
the conquest of Canaan, and the Davidlc govemraent; and three
events Tram the Hew Testament, namely, the life and teaching
of Jesus, His death, and His resurrection, With this most
scholars would agree.
The Old Testament events mentioned becairie th� therae
of prayers (II Sm&, 7il-S-29) and of songs (Psalias IQg^lOb).
The prophets while warning the people of their sins and
pleading with theia to turn frora their wieked ways continually
H, 3. y, Scott, The Relevance of the Prophets (Hew
Yorkt Th� Macmillan Company, 19W , pp. 15X-132,
Ernest Wright and Reginald H. Fuller, The Book of
the Acts of God (Hew Yorl-:? Doubleday and CoapanyTTnc . ,
T^7TrPpT'l^3.
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reroindcd them of theix" deliverance from bondage and of the
broken Sinai covenant (Jor. 2:1-7; llrl-lSil?; Mios 3!l-�2j
Mlcah 6:1-1|). Stephen in his message before the Oouncil
referred to ell these events except the conquest (Acts
7:l-?3)* Paul in his sermon to the Jews at tot loch in
Pisldla excluded only the Sinai covenant (Acts 13 : 16-I4.I ) �
The New Testament �vonts mentioned becarae the princi
pal theme of apostolic preaching. Peter's sermon on the day
of Pentecost (Acts 2j 22-36), his Message in Solomon's porch
(Acts 3:12-26), and his serroon to the Gentiles in the home
of Cornelius (Acts 10:3ij.-i|,3) are all evidences of this. An
analysis of Paul's sermons reveals the sawe (e.g. Acts
13s23'"iil)� Three verses from Peter *s sermon at Pentecost
will forcefully clarify what has been saids
Ye Eien of Israel, hear these wordsj Jesus of lasareth,
a man approved of God among you by siiracles and wonders
and signs . . , him ... ye have taken and by wieked
hands have crucified and slain? %faom.God hath raised
up. . . . (Acts 2:22-23).
These are not merely events but also revelations in
that they are interpreted as the "purposed and planned"
�a
activity of God.-^ They, therefore, convey a toiowledge of
God, It is not the historical events in themselves that are
significant but the fact that they are "Acts of God," It
was God who called the patriarchs and gave them the promise.
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delivered Israel from Sgyptlan bondage, i4io covenanted
with them at Sinai, who subdued the nations before thera, who
raised up David through whose seed a Saviour was born unto
Israel (Acts 13j23)# who performed miracle�, signs, and
wonders through Jesus (John 9i3''k)t ^�<i ^o raised Jesus
frcaa the dead (Acts IOjIiO).
The Kieanlng of God's attributes such as His love,
mercy, grace, jealousy, wrath and compassion have been mde
real to the finite mind by His acts in history. The deliver
ance from Egyptian bondage revealed God's love. Both His
aerey and wrath were made concrete at Calvary, Even the
Hiiracles of Jesus mad� God% love and coE^^passion real.
SpeaidUig of this Habershon saldf ^'In every act that He per-
fomed th� Father was working too, and teaching the great
lesson *God is love,'"^ Tliough Wright made scwewhat of an
overstatement, he was basically correct in his conclusion
that:
Tlie so called 'attributes' of God are inferences
drawn from the way He has acted. His righteousness.
Justice, love, grace, jealousy and wrath are not abstrac
tions with y^lch we are free to deal abstractly-that is
apart from history. They are all descriptive of the way
God has directed historyj and hence it is inferred that
they all find their unity in him, 5
^^Ada H, Habershon, Tlie study of the Mlrac^les (Grand
Rapids: 'Kregel Publications, 19^7 )� p.'TIS,
%, Ernest Wright, God Mae Acts (Londons S 0 H Press
L T D, 1952), p, Bk�
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In this chapter the following conclusion has been
reached? God has not only revealed Himself through nattu^e,
through His word to the prophets and sages, through visions
and dreaiiis, through the hwian conscience, but throiigh
tangible acts in history as well^n�acts w^iich are teaching by
induction inov3Lng frcsn particular facts to general principles.
CHAPTER V
JESUS* USE OP INDUCTIVB METHOD IW
HIS TEAGHIIG PHOCSDmiES
In Chapter II Jesus general pedagogy was discussed
showing that He used both induction and dediiction. Chapter
III defined and exeiJiplif led the inductiir� method. Chapter
17 showed how that frc�n the beginning of th� Old Testament
and on through the Ilew^ God is pictured as revealing Himself
not only in words and visions but In great redeaptlve acts
as well. These "Acts of God" in the Old and Hew Testaments
are in effect teaching by induction�from fait acoorapli to
general principles. The aim of the iraaiediate chapter is to
present a survey of Jesus ' use of Inductive saethod in His.
teaching procedures as revealed by the Gospels, After a
brief introduction describing th� Intellectual situation of
Palestine in Jesus * day and of His general use of inductive
principles In His teachings, there will be a presentation of
examples of Jesus ' use of inductive method while teaching
His disciples, the multitudes, and flis enemies. Finally the
authority of Jesiis as progressively revealed by the Gospel of
Mark will be given,
I, THE IIITjilLLiGTUAL SITUATIOH OP PALESTIIE
IH JESUS' DAY
Th@r� was very little, If any original thinking in
Palestine in Jesns ? day. Russel well saids
The ideal student was likened to a cistern from which
no drop of the master's teaching was lost. One did not
think for himself j he had to quote aorrie rabbi m authority |
&nd the rabbi in turn relied on someone else or on the
saored books as he Interpreted thorn
Jesus tried to remedy this by making His pupils
responsible for drawing their own conclusions from His teach
ings. He did all He could to arouse thought and discourage
2
passive listening. One writer has pointed out that J
As a teacher, he was concerned, primarily, in what
and in how his disciples were learning. He was slclllful
in motivating inquiry, observation, thinking, recollect*
inf;, reasoning and o''"-h8r forms of learning. Under his
leadership their minds were set toward discovery and
adventure (Matt, 19;23'^30| 22; Luke 10H7)�3
He was determined to laake his pupils think for theia-
selves. Most of his questions and all of His parables had
that for their end. He often refused direct answers to
questions {e,g, Luke 10:29 ff| John 21:21-22j Luk� 13J23-2I4.).
"Indeed," as one observed, "in one sense it would be true to
say that it was far laore Christ's purpose to stimulate
William H, ilussel, Jesus the Divine '.['eajiior (Hew
YorkJ P* J, Kenedy and Sons , l^'iili')'* p. 3llo
^Ibid. , pp, 3hO-3kl>
%orEian S, Richardson, The Christ of the Glase Room
(Kew York: The Macmillan Company, 1^)31 }� p*'""H|3,
interest than to supply answers,"^* H� eajjie not to be a
"mechanical legislator," but to supply a new and living
spirit by %ftiich men could victoriously face their own prob-�
leifis ."^
His teaching was full of sug^gestlon* Ho would present
a subject in such a manner as to challenge the disciple� to
a volimtary search for Biore truth (Mark i|.:l'-10)� It has
been well stated that "Jesus by his teaching gave the great
est stiimilus to thought and questioning the world ha� ever
experienced, "
There was a great contrast between Jesus and the
teachers of His day. They quoted authorities j Jesus taught
with authority. Their uiethod was deductive; Jesus'' both
deductive and Inductive, They were dog^aatici Jesus was
Idealistic. They looked backward into historyj Jesus chal
lenged men with a righteousness that comes frosa a present
relationship with God. They safeguarded fixed standard� of
conduct, Jesus challenged sien with a new adventure in
Christian living, Jesus was original and independent in
^James S, Stewart, The Life, and TeaQj-ilng of Jesus
Christ (lashvllle: Abingdon Pr^sa fX^9^7TJ7p'
-
Ibid.
^Richardson, opo clt�, p* li|-7�
"^Stewart, loo , cit �
8
Richardson J, cit� , p. 190.
His teaching procedures. '*He was not afraid to blags� new
pedagogical trails, even iftien he had to violate convention
alities, customs and traditions to do so (Mark lj22),"^
II. A aSNSRAL irrRODIJCTIQI TO JESUS'
USi:: OF INDUCTIVE ^tSTIIOD
Jesus' ^phasis was upon the "purely inductive"
method. He gave raost attention to particular facts without
first drawing inferences or stating general principles, and
He also taught in a limited degree by the deductive method.
**H@ really," wrote Tipsword ^ "anticipated the modern inethod
of �the concrete before the abstract,^ of the 'particular �
11
before the general,' or of the data before th� rule. "
As has already been observed in Chapter II, Jesus
made large use of the concrete moving thence to the abstract.
He used the principle of apperception, relating the new to
^feat was already fainlliar. Wide use of suggjestion in the
fom of miracles, figures of speech, and symbols wag made,
leaving His pupils to draw their own Inferences and conclu
sions. He left no ii'apresslon of being in a hurry but
carefully and gradually led Eis pupils from truth to truth.
'^Ibid,, p. lk$<.
Harrison Meredith Tipsword, Peda;r^;ogics of Jesus
(BostonJ Richard G. Badger, 1916), ^pTTji^-To^.
'
~
"^�^Ibid., p, 10,^.
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iiusael expressed It thus: "We oamiot fall to be struck bj
Ills imhurried pace In so brief and enei^getlc a visible
1?
career,'' The forer.oing are all principles of induction �
Observation before reasoningj, particular facts before
geiieral principles, the cojicrete before the abstract from
the fainilita" to the unfamiliar, 3U|�g�.stion without drawing
inferences and conclusions, and careful aaid gradual laoveiaent
from one stage to another are soiae of th� inductive prin
ciples used by Jesus in His teaching procedures , The
remainder of the chapter will be a presentation of Hlo
application of these inductive principles.
III. JESUS' USE OP II�UCTI?E METHOD MHILti
TSACHIHG HIS DISCIPLES
The inductive method was quite appropriate for the
training of those pupils yib.Q were soon to asstme reBponsi-"
billty for the proelaBiation of the G-oaxxel, For such a task
a first-riand acquaintance with spiritual realities was
necessary and into such an experience Jesus patiently
endeavored to lead then. Ho respected their personalities
by not attempting to dictate to them nor force them, Tiiere
was nothing vague about His teachings because His life was
a living, concrete example of lAiat He taught, Hia disciples
wor� given the opportunity to observe to apply the truths
learned, and to draw tl\eir own conclusions as to^ the more
ideal way of life."^^
Tlie following are illustrations of Jesus' use of
inductive method while teaching His disciples:
Jesus used inductive method in the calling of His
first two disciples. Vftien He saw two disciples of John
following Eiri, :-;q said, "V.laat seek ye?" They questioned^
�'Vftiere abidest thou?" Jesus replied by inviting thsm to
come and sae. According to the record they spent on� whole
day with Jesus {John 1:3.^^39) �
He used inductive method -wtoile teaching His disciples
concerning Himself as the following will ezeraplifyi
1. He did not announce in the beginning that He was
the Son of God. When the demons recognized Him as such He
Gorrananded them to be still (Mark 1:3^1-) � was after a
period of demonstrations such as his baptism (Hprk 1j9*-11),
authoritative teaching (Mark 1j22), rnsrforr.:lnp, of miracles,
and the like, that he ap-nroached "is disciples with the
question, "l-ihom do men aay that I ara?" Afterwards H� as :ed,
'''But vAiom say ye that I ar-i?'"' Peter's ansx^rer was "Thou art
the Christ" (Ilarlc 8;27*31}, Jesus did not speak of His
death until after this confession of Pater.
�^^Stewart, PP* 63��69.
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2. ivlien John sent two of his disciples to Jesus to
question as to whether He were the Messiah life gave no direct
answer. Instead, He perfoxmed many ralracles before their
eyes and sent them back to John to infoiw hi�i of what they
had "seen and heard" (Luke 7:19-23). John was left to draw
his own conclusions.
3. His authority was progressively and inductively
revealed by Fiis acts which were performed in the presence of
His disciples. This will be given in detail in the latter*
part of this chapter.
He taught them the j?reat principles of prayer by
inductive method. (1) Ee prayed Himeelf, It was upon one
of these occasions that ono of the disciples asked Him to
teach thess to pray {Luke 11:1) . (2) He taught them the
importance of definite, importunate prayer by the parable of
the importunate friend (Luke 11:5-10). (3) In the analogy
of fatherhood 'Ee taught theia that the Heavenly Father desires
to give good things to His children {Luke 11:11*13). (i|.)
He taught theis that men ought always to pray and not to
faint by the parable of the unjust judge (Lulse l8sl�-8), (5)
lie taught hmaillty in prayer by the parable of the Hiarisee
and publican (Luke l8:10-lk). (6) He used the concrete
example of the cursing of the fig-^tree to teach them th�
power of the faith of God (Mark 11: 21-26 | Hatt� 21:18-22).
He taught thes hijalllty and service by induction by:
i;j.6
(1) iising a little child ae an example of h-oEdlity (Hatt�
18i1�3j Luke 9 : i4,6-i|.6 ) , (2) by washing the disciples' feet
(John 13j?-20), and (3) by th� parable of th� unprofitable
servant (Luke 17x7-10) �
Jesus taui;^ht His disciples the power of Criristian
testimony and influence by saying that they were "the salt
of the earth," "lir^ht of the world," and '*a city � , � on a
hill" (Matt. 13-16). They drew their mm conclusions.
He taught thera the truth� of the kingdom by inductive
method using a series of parables. (1) The value of the
kingdcHB was tau�^ht by the parable of the hid treasurer
(Matt, l^tkh) and the parable of the pearl of great price
(Matt. 13:l4.5-^6)� and (2) the triumph of trtith and righteous
ness in the kin,p:dom by th� parable of th� drag net (Matt.
13s47-'50).
Soul winnir^ was taught inductively. When He called
his first disciples he told them He would make them "fishers
of men" (Mark 1:17). Twice at Christ's command, once in the
beginning of His ministry (Luke 5:1*11) and once after the
resurrection (John 21:6*8), the disciples let down their
nets and the result was a rairaculous droup:ht of fishes �
Christ's words "from henceforth thoti shalt catch men" (Lnk�
5:10) makes clear 'His purpose in the performance of theae
piracies .
He tatapht theia missionary needa by inductive method.
He used pletiirestlue language, Buch as white harvest fields
(Jolm kO^) and harvest (Hatt. 10s37-3''0 and left thmi to
draw their own inferences. Finally, He sent them forth to
preach (Matt. 10; Mark 6j6-13s Luke 9il�6)*
He inductively taught theia of their union with Him-.
self. The allegory of the vine (John IS) is illustrative of
this �
They were tau;';ht th� universality of the Gospel hy
inductive method. The miracle of the etire of the Syrophoe*
nician woman's daughter (Mark 7j21|.*30s Matt. 1^:21-28)
exemplifies this .
To test motive in Christian service Jesus used
Inductive method. Three tiaes He asked Peter the question:
"Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou met" and three tiaeg He
told hira to feed his sheep or lambs {John 21J15-17)*
Jesus taught the truths of Hia second cosing and the
necessity of readiness by induction* He used a series of
parables: (1) the parable of the porter (Mark 13:3l,|.'^37)*
(2) the parable of the master of the house (Matt. Zkik^^hh) $
(3) x^surable of the faithful servant and of the evil servant
(Matt. ZkikS-^l) , ik) parable of the ten virgins (Hatt.
2�:1-13), (5) parable of the talents (Matt* 25:ll|.�30) and
(6) the parable of the sheep and goats (Matt. 2$:31��3l|.) .
He used the inductive method vtiile teaching them of
the resurrection. I'he principle of su::;gostton was mainly
1+8
used as the miracle of the raising of Jarlus � daughter and
the transfiguration reveal.
Finally, hy inductive Biethod he asstired the disciples
of His bodily resurrection. At least ten appearances are
recorded in the Gospels: (1) to Mary Magdalene (John 20: 11-18 |
Mark 16:9-11), (2) to the other women (Matt. 28:9-'10), (3) to
the two disciples on tho road t� ^jteiaias (Mark 16:12, 13 1
Luke Zk: 13-32), (I^) to Peter (Luke 2i4.:33*35)* (5) to the
disciples with Thomas absent (Mark l6:ll|-j; Luke 2li.:36�*l|.35
John 20:19-25), (6) to the disciples with Thomm present
(Jctoi 20:26-29), (7) to the seven disciples by the sea of
Tiberias (John 21), (8) to above five hundred brethren on a
aomitain in Galilee (Hark I6il5*l0f Matt. 28!l6�20), (9) to
the disciples again (Luke 2i|:i|4-*U9) � B.nd (10) the last
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appearance and asoenjslon (Luke 2i|.:50�53)* these
appearances such things as Jesus* eating of broiled fish.
His serving brea'd and fish to His disciples. His breaking
of bread, and His words: "Reach hither thy finger md see
my hands"? ''See ray hands and ray feet" are all notworthy as
principles of induction.
By example, by sugi>:estion, by questions, by saoving
from the concrete to the abstract and from particular facts
Robertson, A Harmony of the Go^j>els^ for
Students, of the Life of Christ (!few fbrk: li'arper smK^
^rotfiers" fublishars, "WzTTTpP* 239-251.
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to general prlnclpleis Jesus gradually led His disciples from
faith to faith. It is no small wonder that In three years'
time they were so thoroughly trained that they were able to
calory on the work their Master had begun.
IV. JESUS' VS)^ OF IrlDIJGTIVE METHOD
milUi' TEAGJiIHG THE 'milUVWDBB
Jesus taught the multitudes mainly by the use of
miracles, parables, and by His life and death. In these
forms of teaching He generally proceded inductively movinc
from the concrete to the abstract and froia data to rules or
general principles. He usually left the iwaltitudes to draw
their own inferences and conclusions. The following
discussion will exemplify this.
In His teachings concerning the kingdom He r�3lied on
tne- Inductive method. Th� parable of the soils (Hark k:3-20s
Matt. 13:3-235 Luke 8:5~l5) taught how the kingdoja was to be
established. He gave them concrete data leaving theia to draw
their own inferences. In the sairie manner E� taught them
concerning the growth of the kingdoK by the parables of the
mustard seed (Matt 13:31-32), the leaven (Matt, 13s33'*35)�
and of the seed (Mark 26-29). That there would b� opposi
tion to the kinp^dora was tau#it by the parable of the tares
(Matt* 13s2i|.-30). Th� parable of the pounds taught that the
klng'dom was not to appear iiaaedlatoly (Luke 19 S 11-27 )��
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Before Jesus spoke of Himself as the bread of life
He perfonraed th� mlraole of the feeding of five thousand.
He iTioved from these concrete facts to His discourse on th�
bread of life (John 6il-5'9)�
He first healed the blind man then used that as a
basis for His short discourse: "For Judgment I em oame into
the world, that they which see lalght not see; and they which
see might be made blind" (John 9).
In His conversation v?ith the Saiaaritan woman Ka moved
froBi the concrete (water) to tho abstract (living water),
He did not tmediately tall her that He was the Mesaiah, but
gradually led her to the point where she spoke of the coming
of the Messiah and then raade Himself known (John 1|,: 6*26)9
To test professed disclpleship, Jesus told the scribe
who said he would follow llixii that ^^the foxes have holes, and
the birds of the air have nests 5 but th� Son of raan hath not
ifeere to lay his haad*^ (Matt. 8:20)a The scribe was per-
ffiitted to draw his own inference and make his o\m. decision.
He used inductive method to teach theiH of th� bodily
resurrection. The miracles of the raising of t}M widow �s
son (Luke 7:11*1?) and of Laaarus (John ll:l-l|6) are lllustra*
tiv� of this.
1?he parable or allef^ory of the good shepherd, which
was designed to teach that Jesus would lay down UIb life for
His followers, moved froxa the concrete to the abstract.
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First, a good shepherd was described, and then Josus proceded
to say that He is "the door" and "good shepherd^* (John
10:1-21) �
Jesiis ' death on th� cross was the greatest object
lesson ever given to luankind. The centurion, after observing
Jesus' death, exclaii^ied, "Truly this man was the Son of God"
(Hark 1509). He first observed then reasoned which is a
principle of induction. The foregoing is not exhaustive but
illustrative of Jesus' iise of inductive method iA.il� teaching,
the multitudes .
V, J.3SITS' USE OF IlOTCTIV.e: KgTHOl>
\mim fEMmam his k?iemies
While teaching His enemies Jesus �' inductive procedures
were as varied as was th� occasion* Ee told parables with**
out explaining them J He asked questions without answering
ther.; He perforifned roiracles and object lessons leaving His
envies to draw conclusions from their o%m obsei^vations | and
once He wrote in the sand without telling His enejules what
ns wrote.
When the Pharisees rfiuraured agsj^nst Jesus because of
His receiving sinners and �atlng with then He used inductive
method liille teaching tlion that He was Justified in doing so
by the use of thre� parable� j th� lost sheep, lost colnj, and
lost son^ He raoved from the concrete to the abstract and from
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i*acts to general princlplGs. He left the Pharisee� to draw
their final conclusions (Luke 15s3-32)�
^he following; examples of Jesus' us� of inductive
method whll� teaching His enemies follow th� same general
principles as the forenoing illustration.
Occasion
Jesus accused
of violating
social custoffl
(eating with
publicans
s inners )
Accusation
against the
disciples for
not fasting
Acciisatlon of
Sabbath break*
ing
1.Plucking of
grain on the
Sabbath
2,1'he man with
a withered
Sneiny
Pharisees
Disciples of
John and of
the Hiarl-
sees
Pharisees
Procedure
Parable!
"Kie
Physician
Three Para
bles t
IsSons of
bridechaifiber
2.Wew patch
on old
garisent
3�Hew win� in
old bottles
Questions md
Illustrations
l*%peal to
conduct of
David
2.Appeal to
temple ser
vice
3*Appeal to
Reference
Mark 2:13-17
Matt. 9? 9-13
Luke 5:27-32
Mark 2:18*22
Hatt,9:li|�17
Luke 5 $33-39
Mark 2S23-
3s6
Matt,12:l-.li|.
Luke 6:1-11
l\.�Ctod*B purpose
in the Sabbath
5�Jesus ' lord*
ship over the
Sabbath
6.Quest ions s
"Is it lawful
... to do
3'3
Occasion Enemy Procedure Reference
�';ood or to
do ham? to
save life or
to kill?"
7 .Quest Ion con*
corning sheep
falling into
a pit
8 .Miracle:
Restoration of
withered hand
Accusation of
league with
Beelzebub
Scribes from
Jerusalem
The woman taken
in adultery
Scribes and
'"harisees
Parables :
1 . Kingdoi 1
divided
against
itself
2�Hous e
divided
against
Itself
3�Satan
divided
against
himself
Binding of
strong m&n
Act and Word:
1 4,V/rote in
the sand
2.Challenged
the one with*
mit sin to
cast th�
first stone
3.Again, wrote
in the Bftnd
Mark 3:22-27
Matt. 12: 22-30
John 7:^3*
8:11
Lawy@3? questions
concerning
eternal life
Lawyer Parable of
the good
SsBaritan
Question com*
polling th�
Imrjev to
Luke 10 s 2$�37
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Occasion ;Sn�my Procedur� M�f@r�noe
Healing of
woman with
infimity and
accusation for
breaking of
Sabbath
Huler of th�
synagogue
answer his
o^wn question
Questions i
1,Concerning
watering of
ox or ass on
the Sabbath
2. "Ought not
this woman
. ,� . to have
been loosed
e , a on th�
sabbath?"
Luk� 13s 10*17
Jesus dining with Hiarisees
a chief Pharisee
(Pharisees watch
ing whether Ee
would heal on
the Sabbath )
Question: Luke ll|.:l*b
"Is it law
ful to heal
on th� sab
bath or not?"
Miracle :
Healing of man
i^ith dropsy
Question con�=�
cerning ox or
ass fallen in
to a ditch
Jesus murmured Pharisees
against for
receiving
s inners
Jesus scoffed Pharisees
beca\ise of
i^at He said
in the
parable of the
unjust steward
concerning
riches
Three Parables: Luke 15
l.Lost sheep
2,I�ost coin
3.Lost son
Parable of Luke I6:li|-31
the rich
iiisixi and
Lazarus
Occaoion Chief Question Hark 11:27-
arlsing frois priests concerning 12il2
Occasion Gn�my
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Procedure Reference
Jesus ' clean
sing of the
Teuipl� and the
question: "By
ivhat authority
doest thou
these things?
Question con
cerning paying
of tribute
Pharisees
gathered to
gether in the
temple
Jesus ques
tioned
concerning
what they
thoujyht of
Christ
scribes,
and elders
Pharisees
and
Herodians
Riarisees
baptisiTi of
John
Three
parable�
l.Two sons
2 .Wicked
husbandraen
3 .Marriage
feast of
king's son
Object
lesson with
a coin
A series of
pertinent
questions
without
�answering
them
Matt. 21:23 -
22:li|.
Luke 20:1-19
Mark 12:13-17
Matt. 22: 15*22
Luke 20:20-26
Mark 12s35�37
Matt�22:i|l*�i|.6
Lule 20jiil:i|l|.
The preceding illustrations ar� representative of
Jes-UB ' frequent use of inductive method while teaching His
enemies. He moved from the concrete to the abstract and
frcsn the facts to general principles, this method was so
forceful that His energies being convinced of the truth of
His teaching were often put to silence and at other tljnes
enraged .
?I, THE AUTHORITY OP JliSITS AS FKOORCSSIVELV-
mVdAlM) ACCOKUim TO HilB.S�S &OSPKL
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Th� purpose of this portion of the chapter Is to show
how the authority of Jesus was .pro|.;;r6Sslvely revealed }yf
concrete acts. This is teaching by Indue fc Ion�from the
concrete to the abstract, Th� Gospel of Hark, because of
its chronological order and simplicity, was chosen as basis
for the study. The f indln�::s will be here presented from the
standpoint of the occaslovij the authority revealed, and the
Soriptiire reference as follows:
Occasion
Call of the
disciples
Teaching in tiie
synagogue in
Capernam
Casting out of a
demon
Healing of Siirion's
wife's mother
Accusation for not
fasting
Plucking of corn
on the Sabbaths
Healing of
''withered hand^
The twelve chosen
Began teaching in
parables by the
sea-side
Stilling of th�
storra
Authority Hevealed Beference in Mark
Authority to draw
luen
Teaching authority
Authority over
spiritual world
Over disease
Over customs of age
Over Sabbath
lil6�20
1 * 21-E2
If 21-28
1:29-31
2!18-20
2 5 23-28$ 3j1-c;
To choose whom Ke will 3*13*"21
To choose method of
teaching
Over nature ii.!3$'p|4.1
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Occasion
Raising of Jairus '
daughter
Sending forth of
the twelve
Feeding of five
thousand
j?lnding fault with
the disciples'
eating with un-
washen hands
Blessing of
children
Riding on colt not
yet broken
Cleans ii^ of the
tercple
Olivet disco\irse
The crucifixion
The resurrection
The great conmission
The ascension
Authority Revealed Reference in Mark
Over death
To delegate power 6:7-13
Over material needs 6j32-�1}4
Over traditions
Parental authority 10:13�17
Over animal kingdom lis 1-11
Ownership authority
Priestly authority Hi 15-21
Prophetic authority 13
To lay dam His life 15 : 2l4.'�^i|.l
(authority over His
death )
To take up His life 16:1*8
again {authority
over the grave )
Over world evangelic 16:15*'1B
zation
Exaltation to all 16s 19-20
authority
The foregoing analysis has shown, that by various
concrete acts Jesus* authority was progressively revealed.
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Vi; STJMKARY
An attempt has been made In this chapter to present
Jesus' use of inductive method while tcaohlnE.
First, there was a description of the intellectual
situation in Palestine in Jesus* day, Do�9siatic teaching and
passive listening would best describe it� It was also
pointed out that Jesus tried to remedy the situation by
being original and independent in His teaching proced'ures
and by challenging men to think for theraselves.
Part II was a general introduction to Jesus' use of
inductive method. It showed that His .major emphasis was
upon inductive procedure�. He used apperception and sug
gestion leaving His pupils to draw their own liiferences
and
form their own conclusions, Ee tau^t them to observe before
reasoning. From the particular to th� general, fro� th�
familiar to the unknown was His most corcmon procedure.
In part III Jestis ' use of inductive inethod while
teaching His disciples was discussed. He used indxictive
inethod In the making of His first two disciples, in His
teaching concerning Himself, and in teaching His disciples
the principles of prayer. The inductive method was used to
teach theia hwrdlity and service, truths of the kingdom, th�
power of Ghrlstian testlraony, so'ul winning, laissionary
vision,
and the universality of the aospel. He used inductive raethod
to test their motive for servio�, to teach th�. concerning
His second coining and the necessity of being ready^ and by
inductive method Ke assured them of His own resurrection.
Part IV revealed that while teaching the raultitudeB
he mainly used the inductive principles of apperception and
suggestion leaving them to draw general conclusions. These
principles were embodied in His teachings by parables, by
miracles and by the conoret� �xayfiple of His life and death.
Part V showed that His use of inductive aefchod while
teaching His enemies was so convincing that they were often
silenced or Koved to anger. This reveals that they drew the
right inferences and conclusions frora His teachings.
Lastly, Christ's authority as progressively revealed
by the Gospel of Mark was presented showing that by concrete
acts His power x-ias portrayed before the eyes of all who
chose to observe.
Thus Jesus ' e3aiphasis on the inductive method in His
teaching procedures has been clearly shown*
OHAFrER, ?I
R13I^]VMC1-; OF JSStJS' ISSZ OF iwmGTmi
H:i:THOD FOR TISACIiViiHS OP TODAZ
In th� fopogoin:::; Chapter which la th� heart of the
thesis Jesns* ewphasia on the inductive method was dJ.scussed
and illustrated. It was also noted that while liis emphasis
;/as on the inductive nethod ^I� also used th� deductive method
to a liiaited degree, Vihat value does this have for teachers
of today? The iitmediate chapter has for Its purpose the
answering of this question.
First, a brief surmary of some modern pedagogical and
psychological principles will he given, and ttien there will
be a discussion of Jesus* use of these principles In His
teaching by the inductive method showing that H� anticipated
some of the most modeTO pedagogical procedures. On� vrriter
has observed:
A faithful study of the teaching of Jesus therefore
will land us in the midst of the �ost Kodern thought as
to education and give us the best norros of present-day
and future-day method. i
I. mmm bsdagooy m> psychology ih sotcation
Some modern pedagogical and psychological principles
�^Frank Webster Smith, Jesus -Teacher (Mew TorkJ Sturgis
and -Walton Company, 1916 )s, p.""1x7"
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ar�! (1) securlnn; and holdlnc',; atteritionj (2) the concrete
before the abstract, (3) us� of pow�r of s\igg�Btlon, (li.)
developing of individual initiative by problean Kethoci, ($)
stimulation of reflective thinking, (6) adaptation of teach
ing to the capacity of th� pupils, (?) promotion of active
participation, (8) facts before general principles, and (9)
application of truths learned.
II. JKSTJS' APPLICATIOM OF MOIJKRI PKD AG'OCIT II
HIS TEACHim BX Il>�UCfIVS IffiTHOD
An attempt will here bf; raade to show how Jeeus applied
the preceding pedagogical principles in His teaching by
Inductive method. McSoy, The Art of Jesus as a Yeacher con
tains a discussion of Jesus' use of modern pedagogy and
psychology and His message to teachers today. Soim of his
basic ideas will be used here.
Securing and holding attention. One of the first
things Jesus sought to do in His teaching procedure� was to
establish a point of contact. This He did by the use of the
principle of apperception, an appeal to that \iftiieh was already
faaiiliar in the experience of the pupil. He moved froiTi this
point to that ^ich was unfarilliar. His conversation with
^Oharles Francis HcKoy, The Art of Jesus ,as_^a f^&c^r
(ffeiladelphia; Th� Judson Press, 193^0, pbT"*W-10:'17 iSY-lfTe
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th.� worfian at th� well serves aa m illustration of this* lie
asked her for a drink of water and by this gained her
attention and then moved from that to livinf-; water. In other
words. He started ^ere she was and led her where he wanted
her to go (John l|.:6-27). "ifhether he was speaking with his
friends or addressing his enemies he seemed to Jmow the
place where the winds of both could start .''-^ Such was the
conclusion drawn by i'lc Joy,
The Concrete before the Abstract � Jesus uieaeured up
to the Kost modern educational principle in His use of the
concrete before the abstract. His teaching was full of
vivid pictures drawn from such things as nature {John 3j8),
social custoras (Mark 2:19), fasily life (Luke liai*13),
aniEals (Luke l^O*?), agriculture (Hark ltJ3*-8)* hman beings
(Luke 1^:11-32), shepherd life (John lO^tl-l;!), and object�
(Hark 12:ll4.�17), The following words of Stewart beautifully
describe Jesus' skill in the use of th� concretes
Very often, while Jesus was speaking, som s^idden
plctiire would flash its way across his hearers' islnds,
so that even those wI^oei no amount of abstract reasonlnp;
or argianent would have convinced were left crying, 'I
see it I I see it. ' '^k
Ibid, y p, 96,
^Jaraes S, Stewart, The Life and Teachinf-: of .Jes.i3B
(lashvllle: Abingdon Press, iTWflTT^TTTT
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UsQ of power of suKp.estion. Jesus made wide use of
the power of suggestion, leavini-i; Ills pupils to draw their
own inferences, Th� parables and mli^acles are exaraples of
this. Many and varied are the Inferences to be drawn from
them. For exaxaplo, fr-ow th� parable of the prodigal son 'the
following may be drawn: the folly of worldly pleasure, th�
misery caused by sin, the senslbleness of r'epentanee, the
compassion and love of Ood the Father, th� rejoicinf; over a
sinner that repenteth, and the heartlossness of th� Pharisaee
illustrated by the elder brother,
Jesus' life was one constant suggestive influence*
That lie expected His disciples to reco�^ize His oneness with
the Father may be drawn fro� His conversation with 'liillp in
the pasaover chamber, ''Mien Philip asked Elm to �how thCK
the Father, Jesus replied, "Have I been so long time with
you, and yet hast thou not Imovm me, Philip? lis that hath
seen m� hath seen the Father" (John ll|.i9)�
Developing- of individual Initiatiye by prob1am method ,
The problem technique la considered very valuable in the
present day educational system. Jesus in lils teachings by
inductive method often gave His impils problcsms to solve.
By this ineans their power of individual initiative wag
uQveloped. The feeding of the five thousand illustrates
this, yhen th� disciples caine to .Jesus asking Hixii to send
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th� multitudes away to buy food for themselves He said, ''Qlv�
ye them to eat." This created a problem for the disciples
who iBsmediately began to ask if they should go and buy food.
Jesus encouraged them to participate in the solving of their
own problems in the following laanner: First, He requested
them to find out how much food was among them and bring it
to Hiia; second, after He blessed and broke the loaves and
fishes. He gave it to the disciples for distribution! and
third, they took up twelve basksts of fragments that were
left (Mark 6:35�14j.)� Thus their problem was solved. It
takes a skillful teacher to direct his pupils in the solving
of their own problems! Jesus was such a teacher*
Stimulation of reflective thinking. One of th� great
est values of Jesus' use of Inductive rcethod in Eis teaching
procedures was its stimulation of reflective thinking. By
asking questions, telling parables, uBlng paradoxes, and by
other raeans He challenged His pupils to think for themselves.
Illustrative of this is Jesus* encounter with the lawyer who
inquired as to who was his neighbor. Jesus told the parable
of the good Samaritan and than asked, '*Vlhich now of these'
three thinkest thou, was neighbor unto hjjn that fell aroong
thieves? "(Luke 10:25-37) . The lawyer was compelled to think
for himself.
Concerning Jesxi� � ability to stimulate thinking.
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Klohardson rightly said, "He raeogniaed the distinction be
tween stimulating the thinking of his disciples and merely
exhibiting the results of his own superior mental activity."^
Thus Jesus fulfilled another modern educational requirement
by His use of inductive method.
Adaptation of t�aching to th� capacity of ilie pupils �
Jesus identified Himself with Els liearers and started from
their point of view. As ha� already been noted in C'lapter V,
He did not rush His pupils. Once He said unto Hla disciples,
"I have yet many things to say tinto you, but y� cannot bear
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them now (John 16:12) As Richardson noted, **H@ showed
marvelous pedagogical patience. He did not excite premature
developement? He recognised the fact that his disciples were
slow to learn (Luke 2$:2$-.27)."'^
ProEiotion of active part ic ipat ion , Jesus realised the
value of the educational principle of learning by doing. His
twelve chosen apostles were with Iii� foi* only a short tlia�
before E� sent them out to preach and to perform the very
works they had been observing Eiin do� Their lais-sion was
a very successful one because when they returned they told
-^Wonnan E, Michardson, The Christ of the Glass }<omn
(Sew York: The Maciaillan Coiopany, 1^31), p . 'l!i{.l .
^Stewart, cit . n p. 66.
'''Biehardson, op. �it.f p. 139.
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Jesus "both what they had done and what they had taught^
(Mark 6:7-13? 30). Sentences like "Oo sell whatsoever thoti
hast^ (Hark 10:21)j "Give ye them to eat" (Mark 6? 37) I '^G'O
ye Into all the world" (Mark 16; 15) J "Peed my sheep" (John
21: 16) J ''Arise and take up thy bad, and walk" (Mark 2:9) J
"They made ready the passover" (Mark lJ4il6)j and "Loose him
and bring hi�" (Mark 11:2) all suggest how He encouraged
activity on the part of his pupils.
Facts before r>eneral principles � Jesus widely used
the inductive principle of facts before general conclusions.
This is also considered good educational practice. Vfcen
John sent his disciples to Jesus to enquire if He were truly
the Messiah H� did not anstiier them direot3.y but performed
before their eyes the works that were expected of the
Messiah* He sent the disciples back to tell John ^at they
had seen and heard (cf . Isaiah 61:1 with Luke 7 t19-23)*
With such facts it was easy to conclude that He was the
Messiah. In the parable of the Pharisee and the publican
particular facts were given of one wlio exalted hluiself and
of one who hwabled himself (Luke l8s9--lil.)* Tbe general
principle was then stated m follows: ^'iSvery on� that
exalteth hlrrtself shall be abased^ and h� that humbleth hi��*
self shall be exalted (Luke I6sll|.). Teachers of today
would do well to take heed to th� '^Master Tsaoher's^' �xa^Bple.
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Application of truths learned. Mo educational
proces� is complete without the pupil �s application of the
truths learned to his own per5onal life and to the live� of
others. Jesus recognized this. In fact^ it would seem that
He never considered a lesson learned tint 11 it was applied by
His pupils as Mark 8; 13-21 reveals. Jesus had performed two
miracles on two different occasions to feed the hungry
multitudes. Afterwards He and His disciples were together
in a boat and they had forgotten to take bread* Ivhen Jesus
began to tell them to "beware of th� leaven of th� Pharisees
and of the leaven of Herod," they thought it was because
they did not have any bread, Jesus questioned, "Perceive
ye not yet, neither understand? ... do ye not remember?"
Yet in spite of their slowness to learn His disciples became
living monuments of the truths taught by Jesus. Such is the
result any good teacher would desire to see.
In this chapter' an attempt has been laade to show how
Jestis by His use of inductive raethod In His teaching pro
cedures anticipated some of the most modern educational
requirements. He knew how to secure and hold attention by
the establishment of a point of contact. He led from the
concrete to the abstract. He tcaight ills pupils to draw their
own inferences by His use of suPip.estlon. He developed
individual initiative by pdving Ills pupils probleras to solve.
He stiMulated reflective thinking by Hia uae of quest ions.
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paradoxes, parables and the like, H� always adapted His
teachings to the capacity ot Tile pupils. He recognized the
value of facts before general prlnciplds* P'lnally, H�
taught His pupils to apoly tlie truthiii learned. Imj wise
teacher would do well to copy His example ,
CIiAPTiiH VII
I . SUMMMY
As each chapter of the thesis has already been
snramarised, only a brief presentation of the jaajor chapter
by chapter develop^ients will be necessary here.
Chapter II served as a background for th� presentation
of Jesus* use of inductive raethod in His. teaching procedures.
It revealed that Jesus * general pedagogy Included both the
inductive and deductive methods. His extensive use of
apperception, suggestion, figures of speech, questlonss and
of the concrete typify the torm&r; His discourses and use of
the Old Testament Scriptures th� latter* In His conversa
tions he varied His method to suit the occasion.
Chapter III showed that inductive Method isoves from
the particular to the general^ from facts to general princi
ples, and frors the concrete to the abstract. Socrates,
Aristotle, and Jesus are considered forerunners of the
inductive method. Francis Bacon is called the father of
induction. He revolted against th� authoritarianiaa of the
Middle Ages and concluded that the Inductive method was the
only raeans whereby men's lainds could be delivered fron their
^recon.ceived notions v*ilch he tei^'ied "idols of th� mind,**
?0
R�c�nt trends in the use of th� method have heen in
the field of Bible study in the mother tongue which has not
only proven successful in the United States but on the
mission fields as well. Seven steps are Important in the
study of the Bible by inductive method, naxaely, aspiration,
observation, compilation, interpretation, evaluationi
application and correlation. An example of inductive method
was also given showing that It Is applicable in th� Bolving
of life's problems.
Chapter I? demonstrated how God'g r;r@&t redenptive
acts in history, such as the call of the fathers, the Sxodue,
the conquest, the Davidic monarchy |, th� earthly life and
teachings of Jesus ^ His death and resurrection were �asen-
tially teaching by induction*�froKi the concrete to the
abstract.
Chapter the central raessage of the thesis, 'analyzed
Jesus' use of inductive raethod in Kis teaching activities.
It showed that Jesus exercised His teaching mlnlctry in
Palestine in a day when ori:*lnal thinking was almost mlTiov/n.
In His effort to r-miedj the situation by th� use of inductive
principles He broke all the conventional rules of His day.
An analysis of the Gospels revealed that Jesus' major
eiophasiB '��.3 upon teachinr by induction and His imlnor
eianhasis upon teaching by dediiction. However^ H� aade a
wise combination of th� two jaethods x�fnlch 1� a good rule for
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teachers to follow . He made use of Inductive method while
teaching His disciples, the raultitudes, and His enemies* The
rule of apperception was applied to lead th�rn froK th� teown
to the unlmown. .Kztensiv� use of the principle of suggest ion^
illustrated by His ifalraoles, flj?;ures of speech, and His life
and death, taught theic to draw their own inferences and con
clusions. He asked questions to stifflulate reflective thinking
�ind to discoui'ago passive listening � His copious us� of the
concrete before the abstract tatjght the� to observe before
reasoning. He first presented data then conclusions thus
leading His pupils from facts to general principles.
Some of the outstanding teachings which He presented
inductively follow: (1) truth� eonceralng His own identity,
(2) humility and unselfish service, {3) the kingdou, W
value of Christian testiiaony, (5) soul thinning, (6) jnisslonary
service, {?) imiversallty of the G-ospel^ (8) His authority,
(9) His death and resurrection, (10) Jesus # a friend of
sinners, (11) true nelghborliness , (12) stewardship, and (13)
obedience to civil law.
Chapter VI analysed the relevance of Jesus' inductive
pedagogy for teachers of today. I'he conclusion showed that
He, in His teachings using this method, incorporated some of
the most Koderji pedagogical rules for good teaching, fhe
follovflng is ^ list of some of the�e rules t
1, Eatablishiaent of a point of contact by beginning
where the pupils are intellectually,
2, The concrete before the abstract.
3. Use of suggestion to teach implls to be original
in their thinking and drawing of conclusions.
i|. Pupil participation in the solving of their own
problems .
5. Provoking of reflective thinking,
6. Identification of teacher with pupils so m to
adapt teaching to their level.
7. Presentation of facta before rules.
8^ Pupil application of truths learned,
II. GOriCLlTSIOIJS
In this study th� folloiiring conclusions hat^e been
reached I
1. Jesus Biad� Kore ua� of the inductive E�thod than
of the deductive in His teaching procedures*
2. Teachers of today would not only profit by the
Master's example but would be in line with the best edtica-^
tional techniques.
3. This thesis serves as foundation mterial for
further research in the field, S^ich questions aa th� follow
ing have arisen? (a) In which one of the 0-ospalS' did Jesus
most effectively use Inductive method in His teaching
process�^? (b) To iifnat extent did the pupils whom He
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trained rely upon the use of Induotive method in their teacli-
ing exereises? (c) How do Paul and JesuB compare with one
another in their teaehln;- techniques? It is the Investigator's
sincere desire that more research iflll bo done in this field.
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